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DVD 001.42 Eva Research skills for students : Evaluating sources. Wynnewood, PA : Schlessinger 
Media, 2004.

DVD 004.67 CON Connected! for students. [Widescreen format]. Silver Spring, MD : Discovery 
Education, [2010]. 
Discusses some of the dangers found on the Internet and offers tips for staying safe online, 
covering issues such as phishing scams, identity theft, and cyberpredators.

DVD 004.67 GRO Growing up online. [Widescreen format]. [Alexandria, Va.] : Distributed by PBS 
Home Video, [2008]. 
Narrator, Will Lyman. Discusses the virtual socialization habits of twentieth-century teenagers, 
including the social networking websites such as "MySpace," "YouTube," "Facebook," and 
"Friendster," and also examines the digital divide between the youth and parent generations while 
investigating the risks, realities, and misconceptions.

DVD 025 Res Research Skills for Students : Searching the Internet. United States : Schlessinger 
Media, c2004. 
Learn how to focus, strategize, refine and evaluate research. From formulating a solid query to 
understanding when and how to best use search strategies and search tools, students can access 
and successfully navigate the Web.

DVD 081 Ani Core biology : Animal science. New York, New York : Ambrose Video Publishing, 
Inc, c2007. 
This program traces the development of zoology including the classification of animal species, 
comparative anatomy, the understanding that all animal life comes from eggs, the theory of 
evolution, the science of animal behavior, and the principles of animal communication.

DVD 133.4 Sal Salem witch trials. A&E Television Networks, c1996. 
For the incoming Puritan settlers, 17th century New England was a place filled with fear and 
uncertainty. It was an environment that - coupled with a backdrop of religious extremism - bred an 
anxiety so intense it ultimately turned deadly.

DVD 153 Sec Secrets of the Mind. WGBH Boston Video, 2007. 
Investigate breakthrough research in phantom limb syndrome, and how the brain undergoes a 
massive "re-wiring" when a person loses a limb. Explore the power of the mind in pain control. See 
how frightening seizures result in unbelievably intense spiritual experiences. Discover how findings 
learned from brain injuries help us learn about the normal brain.

DVD 154.63 Dre What are dreams : Inside the sleeping brain. PBS ; Nova ; BBC, 2009.
DVD 170 ETH Ethics in school. Standard format. Venice, CA : TMW Media Group, [2004]. 

Presents a teen perspective on the importance of ethics in school and the positive benefits of good 
ethics, looking at the consequences of cheating, gossiping, and spreading rumors, and offering 
advice on how to develop good ethics.

DVD 174 BUS Business ethics. Monmouth, N.J. : Meridian Education Corp., [2004]. 
Helps students bring their values into focus by sharing collection of scenarios that challenge 
ethical decision-making.

DVD 179 ETH Ethics : cheating & plagiarism. Standard format. New York : Castle Works, [2004]. 
Host, Sean Hefferon. Students discuss why they feel the need to cheat, explore the definition of 
cheating, and consider the long-term effects of cheating and plagiarism and ways to prevent the 
behavior.

DVD 220 Hol 5000 Years of Magnificent Wonders : Secrets of the Holy Land. Chicago, Illinois : 
Questar, Inc, c2009. 
Discover the histories and probe the mysteries behind the Holy Land's most inspiring and 
compelling sites. Narrator : Richard Kiley.

DVD 270 His A History of Christianity (The First Three Thousand Years : Episode 3 : Orthodoxy : 
From Empire to Empire/. New York : Ambrose Video Publishing, Inc, c2010. 
Explore Orthodoxy's fight for survival as it stood in the path of Muslim expansion, suffered betrayal 




